The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [BRA97]. 
Description of Information Elements
This section describes the coding of, and procedures surrounding, information elements in SETUP and CONNECT messages. The first two IEs described, ATM Adaptation Layer Parameters and Broadband Low Layer Information, are categorized as having significance only to the endpoints of an ATM call supporting IP. That is, the network does not process these IEs.
ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) Parameters
The AAL Parameters IE carries information about the ATM adaptation layer to be used on the connection. The parameters specified in this IE are the same as specified in [PER95].
Format and field values of AAL Parameters IE 
Traffic Management Issues and Related IEs
The ATM Forum Traffic Management Sub-working group has completed version 4.0 of their specification [TMGT40]. This latest version focuses primarily on the definition of the ABR service category. As opposed to the Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) traffic class, ABR uses a rate-based flow control mechanism to assure certain traffic guarantees (bandwidth and delay). There has been much debate on whether IP benefits from ABR, and if so, how IP should use ABR. The IP Integrated Services (IIS) and RSVP models in IP add complexity to this issue because mapping IIS traffic classes to ATM traffic classes is not straightforward.
This document attempts only to present the required IP to ATM signaling interface for IP over ATM systems that do not support IIS as yet. It is an attempt to cause IP over ATM vendors to support enough options for signalling the traffic characteristics of VCs serving non-IIS IP datagrams. This specification also aims to give guidance to ATM system administrators so that they can configure their IP over ATM entities to conform to the varied services that their ATM provider may have sold to them. By definition, IP without IIS cannot be expected to provide a signalling interface that is flexible and allows application specific traffic descriptors. The topic of IP over ATM signalling for IP _with_ IIS is to be presented in other specifications being produced by the ISSLL WG of the IETF. 
ATM Traffic Descriptor
Even with the newly defined ABR ASC, the most convenient model for supporting IP still corresponds to the best effort capability, the UBR ASC. The rationale for this assertion stems from the fact that a non-IIS IP service has no notion of the performance requirements of the higher layers it supports. Therefore, if a site's configuration allows use of UBR, users SHOULD signal for it using the IE's and parameters pertaining to the UBR ATC. See Appendix C for the list of those IE's and parameters.
Although we consider the UBR ASC the most natural ASC for best-effort IP, ATM vendors that implement VBR and ABR services could possibly create hooks for convenient use of these services. SIG 4.0 and TMGT 4.0 define two modes of UBR, UBR.1 which disables tagging and UBR.2 which enables tagging (see Appendix C). In some network environments there is no potential for UBR traffic sources to violate the connection traffic contract because, either the user's terminal equipment supports traffic shaping, or the network does not enforce PCR. In such environments, the user SHOULD specify 'no tagging' in the SETUP message (UBR.1). Specifying 'no tagging' indicates to the network that cells should be dropped during periods of congestion instead of being randomly marked/tagged as low priority. Cells of packets that the source itself has marked as low priority are dropped first, thereby preserving the source's characterization of the traffic.
On the other hand, when the network applies PCR to the UPC function, meaning it enforces PCR, and traffic shaping is not enabled at the source, the source has the potential to violate the traffic contract and SHOULD therefore signal for tagging (UBR.2). Tagging allows the source's non-conforming cells to be tagged and forwarded instead of dropped. 
Format and field values of Broadband Bearer Capability IE -------------------------------------------------------------| bb_bearer_capability | ------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------
QoS Parameter
Inclusion of the QoS Parameter IE is not mandatory in SIG 4.0. It may be omitted from a SETUP message _if and only if_ the Extended QoS Parameters IE is included (see next section). This specification makes no explicit recommendation on the use of the QoS related IEs. 
Two IEs for Signalling of Individual QoS Parameters
Format and field values of Called Party Number IE ----------------------------------------------------------| called_party_number | ----------------------------------------------------------| type_of_number (international number / unknown) | | addr_plan_ident (ISDN / ATM Endsystem Address) | | addr_number (E.164 / ATM Endsystem Address) | ----------------------------------------------------------
ABR Signaling In More Detail
The IEs and procedures pertaining to ABR signalling are briefly described in this section. Nevertheless, this document makes no specific recommendation on when to use the ABR service category for IP VCCs or give suggestions on appropriate values for the various parameters in the ABR related IEs. The Additional Parameters Record value is a compressed encoding of a set of ABR parameters (see [SIG40] and [ABRS] ).
Frame Discard Capability
The frame discard capability in SIG 4.0 is primarily based on the 'Partial and Early Packet Discard' strategy [ROM94] . Its use is defined for any of the ATM services, except for loss-less CBR. Frame discard signaling MUST be supported by all IP over ATM entities and it is RECOMMENDED that frame discard be signaled for all IP SVCs because it has been proven to increase throughput under network congestion. Signaling for frame discard is done by setting the frame discard bit in the 'Traffic Management Options' subfield in the Traffic Descriptor IE. It is possible that not all network entities in the SVC path support frame discard, but it is required that they all forward the signaling.
Security Considerations
The ATM Forum Security sub-working group is currently defining security mechanisms in ATM. The group has yet to produce a specification, therefore it is premature to begin defining IP over ATM signalling's use of ATM security. The ATM Forum is working on authentication mechanisms for signalling and on mechanisms for providing data integrity and confidentiality (e.g encryption). Lack of these ATM security mechanisms prevents the authentication of the originator of signalling messages, such as, connection setup request or connection teardown request. IP Security (RFC1825) can be applied to IP datagrams over ATM VCs to overcome the lack of security at the ATM layer. When ATM is used to interconnect routers that are supporting a best effort service, the ATM connection typically carries an aggregation of IP flows, e.g., all best effort IP traffic between a pair of routers. With the efforts undertaken by ATM to be more "packet friendly" (e.g., frame discard), it is useful to examine ways that a VC can provide service comparable to or better than that of a dedicated or leased "link" in terms of performance and packet loss.
For ATM connections used to interconnect routers, a non-zero bandwidth reservation may be required to achieve consistently adequate performance for the aggregate set of flows. The support of bandwidth commitments for an ATM connection carrying IP traffic helps to assure that a certain fraction of each link's capacity is reserved for the total IP traffic between the routers. Reserving bandwidth for the aggregation of best-effort traffic between a pair of routers is analogous to provisioning a particular link bandwidth between the routers. There are at least 3 service classes defined in the ATM Traffic Management specification that provide varying degrees of capability that are suitable for interconnecting IP routers: UBR, ABR and VBR non-real-time. Although the use of best-effort service (UBR) at the ATM layer is the most straightforward and uncomplicated, it lacks the capability to enforce bandwidth commitments.
Note that we are talking of providing a "virtual link" between routers, for the aggregate traffic. The provisioning is for the aggregate. It is therefore distinct from the per-flow bandwidth reservations that might be appropriate for Integrated Services.
Even best-effort IP flows, when supported on an aggregate basis, have some broad service goals. The primary one is that of keeping packet loss rate reasonably small. A service class that strives to achieve this, keeping in mind the tradeoff between complexity and adequate service, is desirable. It has been recommended in this memo that UBR be the default service for this. UBR with (some form of) packet discard has the desirable goal of being simple in function, and it appears that vendors will be supporting it. However, when available, it may be quite worthwhile to consider ABR and VBR non-real-time service classes.
Because AAL5 frames with missing cells are discarded by the receiver, ATM bandwidth commitments are most useful if supported in the form of a committed rate of cell delivery in complete, non-errored AAL5 frames delivered to the receiver. In addition, it is desirable for the ATM connection to deliver additional complete frames, beyond this commitment, on a best-effort basis. ATM recognizes in addition to the service class (UBR, ABR, etc.), a notion of a QoS class. The QoS class specifies the type of guarantee requested of the network when the call is setup. This is distinct from the service class requested for the connection, and the specification of the traffic parameters (which specify what the source's traffic will look like). QoS class 0 is the "simplest", and is called the Unspecified QoS class. In the context of ABR (and VBR non-realtime below), we are only concerned with the QoS class providing an assurance of acceptable loss behavior for the connection.
Maher Standards Track [Page 16]
The Unspecified QoS Class (QoS Class 0) MUST be requested for ABR connections. In this context, QoS Class 0 corresponds to a networkspecific objective for the cell loss ratio. Networks in general are expected to support a low Cell Loss Ratio for ABR sources that adjust cell flow in response to control information.
The VBR-nrt service category provides an alternate means of achieving these characteristics. These characteristics may be obtained with VBR-nrt connections for which (i) the VBR.3 conformance definition is used, (ii) a Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) and Maximum Burst Size (MBS), and Peak Cell Rate (PCR) are specified, and (iii) both tagging and frame discard are requested. A request for tagging indicates that best-effort delivery is desired for traffic offered in excess of the SCR and MBS. A request for frame discard indicates to the network that the user desires allocations of committed and excess bandwidth to translate into corresponding throughputs at the frame level.
As with UBR connections, entities using VBR-nrt connections for IP over ATM should take advantage of parameter negotiation by specifying PCR equal to the link rate in the ATM Traffic Descriptor IE of the SETUP message and PCR equal to SCR in the Minimum Acceptable Traffic descriptor. 
